Mechanical engineering III year students visited the company of **NUTECH CNC PVT LTD** on 17.02.2018 (Saturday).

- Its situated at No. 162 Munusamy Street, Vanagaram 3rd Main, Road, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600058.
- **NUTECH CNC PVT. LTD** is one of the prominent manufacturers and exporters of a wide range of **Precision Plastic Moulds, Plastic Components** and an ISO 9001:2008 certified company.
- Nutech manufactures Precision Plastic Injection Moulds, Injection Moulded plastic components, Dies, Jigs, Fixtures and CNC Machined parts catering to automobile, constructions, electrical, electronics, engineering, telecommunication, textile, footwear and FMCG (**Fast Moving Consumer Goods**) sectors.
- **NUTECH** is specialized in transfer technology conversion of metal parts to plastic parts.
- They are manufacturing the room spray cap for **Air Wick Brand**. And also, manufacturing the plastic die for shoe base and exporting to Germany.
- The student gathered the knowledge of tool and die making, and process of plastic injection moulding.